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Wood's Queen

Information:

Name: Wood's Queen

Theme: Fantasy

Production year: 1976

Type: Electro-mechanical (EM)

Features:

1 playfield

2 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

1-bank spot target (6)

6-bank spot targets (1)
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Fun and challenging city builder, with a unique take that I enjoyed. Has potential, not worth it at the moment I'm writing this.
Please keep in mind I played and loved Rimword and Terraria and these are the games Keplerth will go against, even though it is
a bit different.

Neutral
(+/-)Rimworld like graphics and that's about it.

Positive
(+) You control a single characher (WASD) which you can choose in the beginging from quite a few different races with
different traits.
(+) You spawn in a pretty much infinite world and you're able to free roam wherever you want.

Negative
(-) Clumsy mechanics and quite boring, not much to do except grind to get a few basic items then grind again to get the superior
version of the same item(stone>copper axe, wood>copper armor etc).
(-) Bunches of monsters everywhere pretty much all of them reskins of the same monster with different damage and speed.
(-) Monsters respawn everywhere, inside your courtyard too when you expect it less, quite frustrating if you ask me. At night all
the monsters become mindless zombie monsters set out to kill you no matter what (devs ran out of ideas?)
(-) Bosses follow you to your base if you run and you can't do much about it after(I kept getting killed every time I tried to do
something about it), so you'll have to keep avoiding them or somehow try to bait them away.
(-) Very very few things to craft and collect, and the inventory system needs a huge overhaul because at the moment it's only
basic(it sucks). For a super simple game, unlike rimworld, you should've brought much more to the table to begin with (like
Terraria).
(-) Mediocre soundtrack, lame sound effects.
(-) Game stutters and lags.

I will keep playing the game, and will come back with updates in case something changes. Please buy the game if you like
sandboxes and have medium to low standards (like you have with women). Peace!. An absolute classic of a city building game, I
played this when I was younger and its definately aged well still highly enjoyable and addictive gameplay that will make you
want to perfect every aspect of your city.
Better than many of the newer games of similair style, this is definately a must buy and plays well on windows ten haven't had
any issues just remember to change the resolution to the highest possible to avoid any crashes, you do thiswith the in game
menu.
Pharaoh is one of my all time favourite pc games

Really deserves more attention even in todays gaming market.. Pretty funny and good game! But there are a few annoying bugs
that hopefully will be patched out soon.. Made a new Samurai, beat the game after exactly 160 minutes (on normal). Nice stuff.
I love word games and multiplayer competition! I thought 70% off was a steal, but I was wrong. The lobby has been either
empty or near empty every time I have logged in. This means that the whole concept of playing with up to 9 people is a no go,
and you usually end up playing 1v1, not to mention nightmarishly long wait times. The game likes to discredit words, even if
your opponent(s) agreed they are legit (and even if it could be clearly fact checked, like the name of a country). Achievement
progress also states I've played less rounds than I have. Overall, I am extremely disappointed. :(
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This is the first of the Love Chronicles series. You are a prince, who has been having rather disturbing dreams. Deciding to
investigate as it might be destiny, you make a journey, eventually discovering a kingdom which has suffered a witch's curse.
Basically, a twist on Sleeping Beauty.

Plot is decent, characters are vibrant, minigames are fun, and the HO scenes are thrilling.

Recommend getting the bundle.. It is not a good game at all, don't buy it. I really enjoy historical naval combat games and that
was the reason I have titles such as Empire, Napoleon and Shogun 2 Total War Fall of the Samurai. Then, I had been
researching about 19th century naval warfare but unfortunately there are not trully interest aside Totem Games and Fall of the
Samurai DLC to make games set in this fascinating era.

Victorian Admirals is focused on 4 historical scenarios set in 1880s: Caroline Island Crisis 1885; Panama Crisis 1885; Marianas
Incident 1887; Samoan Crisis 1889. The ships of the period are transitional between sailing ships and pre-dreadnought with
steam powered engines. There is a great variety of ship models including gunboats, light and heavy frigates and monitors. The
ship models are trully detailed, especially the damage textures, and the environment graphics look good as well with beautiful
colors set in the Pacific and Caribbean. I also enjoy the engine and cannon sounds.

For those who complain about the lack of customization, the game is indeed customizable. Just go to Victorian Admirals and
you will find a file Config where you can customize video settings and sounds settings, including music if you don't want to hear
music while playing or to lower the volume of the music. I have this game maxed out and the graphics improve substantially,
take a look at my video on youtube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-fGpl1Ll_w

I am glad Totem Games has another games covering other conflicts of this era: American Civil War, ♥♥♥♥♥ha Islands War,
Anglo-Russian War among others. The next title of Ironclads II War of the Pacific will cover another new and exciting conflict
between Peru and Chile. I Can't wait for the release!!. INVERSUS is a great looking, great sounding game that anyone can
enjoy.

The "Arcade Mode" pits either one or two of you against an increasingly hectic number of computer-controlled enemies. The
mode is great for solo/co-op, using friends-based or global leaderboards to keep track of just how far you've got to go to get to
the top. Arcade games can be played while waiting in an online lobby too, good for a warm-up while you're waiting for your
next opponent.

"Versus Mode" is the game's player vs. player game type. Versus games can be played either 1 vs 1, or 2 vs 2. Getting a match
online can be difficult from time to time, but the offical Discord channel is a perfect resource, with channels specific to finding
folks that play the game. The leaderboards also keep track of versus rank in the background, so you can fight your way to the
top if you're feeling saucy.

INVERSUS is awesome. Play INVERSUS.. A really cool and zen puzzle game. It reminds me of Brothers: A tale of 2 sons with
controlling two characters at once, except each has its own side of the screen now. There's some interesting mechanics that take
advantages of that too, like portals, space swapping, and line teleporting which really demands you to think about what you're
doing. There's also a lack of filler content which I highly appreciate as you go straight to puzzles.

The soundtrack is fantastic as well, very calming and surreal.

Overall a great puzzle game, highly recommend picking this one up.. That was actually a fun game to play. No bugs (unless you
consider the aliens bugs), challenging levels, killing those terrible evil humans to preserve the alien race. Good clean fun. ;-).
Just completed a 99x62 puzzle, took me almost 7 hours. Great brain teaser and great value, no matter what the competition
offers.

Could this game stand to be better coded and\/or offer more features? Maybe, but for the price my opinion is that it works well
enough and I can't complain. I'll be happily solving these puzzles for a good while at the very least, as they are a welcome change
from the other puzzle games I keep playing.. Haven't played much yet, but for 5 bucks it's really worth it. Controller support
would be nice though.
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